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RACE AND POSTCOLONIALITY 

APOLWAMOKO 

Like all other fields of study and/or modes of critique in contemporary human
ities, 'postcoloruaJity' and 'race' defy easy definition or summation. Whether 
conceived of singly or in tandem, each term holds together, in sometimes uneasy 
if oot conflictual co-exislence, a cliverse range of critics working from a vast array 
of theoretical, ideological, aesthetic, historical and regional perspectives. What I 
present here is a particular partisan argument in the full knowledge that someone 
else working in the same field(s) would, in all likelihood, present the argument 
differently, if not present a different argument altogether. In short, I want to 
convey the sense that postcoloniality and race are sites of contestation and debate 
rather than dearly defined and readily summarized fields. 

This chapter addresses three broad areas. First l seek to define two conjoined 
terms: ' race' and 'postcoloniality'. What does each term signify and what, if any
thing, does each have to do with the other? Why are they conceived of together in 
this instance? My suggestion is that, though the two terms refer to separable 
concepts, each of them is, in a fundamental sense, unthinkable without the other. 
Second, I trace the implications of race and postcoloniality for the discipline of 
English literature. PolemicalJy, lsuggest that, properly understood, the entwined 
terms, postcoloo.iaJjty and race, spell the death of English literature as we have 
historically known it. The postcolonial/race critique renders untenable the idea 
of English literature originating in medieval England and radiating outwards, in 
the fullness of time, to the rest of the English-speaking world; it renders suspect, 
in the words of the postcolonial theorist Simon Gikandi, the 'common period
ization of English studies in epochs such as Medieval, Renaissance, Augustan, or 
Victorian' (Gikandi 2001: 648). Third, I close by tempering the inflated rhetoric 
of my prior contentions. I attempt to account for the fact that the discipline of 
English literature seems to have remained remai:k.ably unchanged i:n lhe wake of 
the postcolonial critique. The discipline seems to have reduced postcoloniality/ 
race, for its radical rhetorical claims, into a mere field of study. The discipline 
seems to have simply tucked the field of postcoloruaVrace studies at the tail end of 
a largely unrecoostituted English periodization. 

To begin with a self-consciously hyperbolic statement: in conjunction with 
innovations in gender, sexuality, disability and cultural studies, postcolonial and 
race studies have, over the last 40 years, come to radically reconfigure the 
traditional discipline of English literature. (My statement is'byperbolic because it 
accepts the rhetorical claims made by various raclical movements within English 
literature without taking into account tbe institutional conteA.'t that bolh•enables 
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and constrains such claims.) Forty years ago, race and postcolonialitywere simply 
not part of the critical vocabulary; a volume such as this would not have included 
these concepts. Today the two terms seem to pervade aU aspects of literary study. 
Not only have race and postcotoniality come to constitute legitimate fields of 
inquiry, but they bave also brought new modes of critique to bear on the disci
pline as a whole. Questions regarding racial difference and colonial history are 
now routinely asked of all other fields within the discipline. There are two ways to 
account for this rapid, ostensibly radical, shift, the one 'positive', the other 
' negative'. From the positive perspective, one could argue that, as modes of 
critical inquiry, race and postcoloniaJity have helped redefine the discipline by 
challenging its ethnocentric foundations. So radical has that chaUenge been that 
the very tradilional-ness of traditional English literature has lately been called 
into question by studies claiming to uncover the discipline's colonial origins. 
From the negative perspective, however, one could argue that race and post
coloniality are but the latest in a series offields of inquiry that bas been gradually 
accommodated by an infinitely elastic but fundamentally unchanged discipline. 

RACE 

In attempting to define the concept of rac.e, one is immediately confronted by a 
series of paradoxes. Race tums out to be a false idea that bas bad, and continues 
to exert, powerful global consequences even after its fundamental falseness has 
been recognized. There can be no question that race (that is, tbe belief that 
human beings can be divided into a limited number of mmpbological categories) 
and racism (that is, discrimination on the basis of race) remain two of the 
principal forces organizing the modern world, (Racejs a necessary conclition for, 
but at least in theory not an inevitable cause of racism.) In much the same way 
that everyone is thought to 'have' a gender, sexuality and nationality, everyone is 
thought to 'have' a race. For a long time, this way of thinking about race was 
validated by mainstream intellectual opinion; to deploy the sexist vocabulary of a 
bygone era, 'the races of man', were for more than two centuries thought to 
constitute a legitimate science. Bu! the consensus of intellectual opinion today, 
both in the humanities and the sciences, seems to be tbat race is an irredeemably 
dubious concept: its boundaries are notoriously unreliable and its identity 
categories ('white', 'black', 'brown', etc.) are internally incoherent, There,,is 
greater variation, we are told nowadays, between the members of each so--called 
race tban among the various races. Furthermore, everyone is thought to 

experience race as an identity that comes from deep within: that is, as!\ natur!Jl 
expression of one's fundamental identity. But we now know that race is socially 
constructed from without, and that, like sexuality, nationality and gender, it ls:,a. 
peculiarly modern invention. For all that we claim to know today, everyone is still 
thought to have a race. Official state documents routinely insist that we de~ 
our race ( even if they now may allow for such declarations to be °:'ultiple:aJt~!.5; 
mixed). Universit-y officials proclaim their commitment to divers1tv on~ 
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by which they mean, among other things, a desire that the faculty and student 
body comprise different races. In the practice of everyday life, race continues to 
be one of the principal ways by which we identify each other - and ourselve.-;. lo 
short, lived reality seems daily to belie current academic knowledge. Indeed, in a 
world in which the spectres of racism still loom large, self-assured academic 
assertions about the inventedness and falseness of race may seem oddly beside 
the point, if not reactionary. 

For a concept that dominates so much of the modem world, race proves sur
prisingly difficult to define. Indeed, in the memorable words of Robert Sherman, 
a character in Fires in the Mirror (1991 ), 'we have sort of lousy language/ on the 
subject [of race] ... 1 think we have very, very bad language' (Smith 1991: 66). 
Fires in the Mirror, a compelling drama by the African American performance 
artist, Anna Deavere Smith, addresses contemporary American racial identities. 
(The irony is not Jost on me that, by way of introducing her to potentially 
unfamiliar readers, I have, naturally enough, identified Smith by race and 
nationality.) Based on interviews with a diverse set of real-life characters, the play 
seeks to come to terms with race riots that rocked New York City in August 1991. 
Fires in the Min-or depicts several instances in which various characters strive, not 
altogether successfully, to stabilize the identities 'Jewish American' and 'African 
American' in the volarile context of Crown Heights, a racially mixed immigrant 
neighbourhood. The characters deploy a number of ostensibly innate physical 
characteristics, principally skin colour and hair texture. Generally speaking, the 
characters assume that African Americans have dark skin, while Jewish 
Americans have light skin. But it emerges that skin colour is a wholly unreliable 
indicator of race, since some African Americans have light skin. Confronted with 
the lightness of Smith's racially ambiguous skin, to cite but one example, a young 
dark-skinned African American's schoolgirl sense of racial identity is thrown 
radically into doubt. Smith informs us that the girl in question is a teenager of 
Haitian descent. 'How did I find out I was Black'!' she asks herself (Smith 1991: 
16). Her entire monologue is an attempt to answer that ostensibly self-evident 
question. She knows that she is black and has a strong sense of racial pride. 'Black 
is beautiful', she asserts (Smith 1991: 16). But she is also quick to proclaim that 
'f w ]bite is beautiful too'; her sense ofrac-ial pride is clearly not racist. She is at first 
quite self-confident, perhaps even impatient at the obviousness of the issue: 
'When l grew up and I look [ sic] in the mirror and saw I was / Black' (Smith 1991: 
16). But that was notquiteright. She offers a second account that seeks to deepen 
without invalidllting the first.: 'When I look at my parents, / That's how I knew 1 
was Black [sic]' (Smith 1991: 16). On this second account, her parents provided 
the intersubjective reflection on the basis of which she emerges to herself as 
a racial subject. Race, in other words, is neither self-evident nor self-defined. 
'Look army skin', she says (Smith 1991: 16), still striving to explain how she found 
out that she was black. She invites her lnterlocutor, that is, Anna Oeavere Smith 
(a light-skinned black woman), to affirm her blackness. Reversing the inter
locutor's gaze she asks, as if suddenly in anxiety and self-doubt, 'Y 011 black?' 
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(Smith 1991: 16). Smith, by her physical ambiguity, confuses the young girl'i 
sense of racial self. 

In addjtion to being inherently unstable, the characters in Fires in the Mirro, 
show that both skin colour and hair texture can be radically modified. Instruc, 
tively, in one of the text's most memorable moments, the African American civil 
rights leader, Al Sharpton, forcefully defends himself against charges that he had 
straightened-which is to say 'whit:ened' - his hair. Moreover, the two identities
Jewish and black- are not necessarily mutually exclusive. As one of the charac
ters - a Jewish housewife as it happens - hesitantly concedes, one can be both 
black and Jewish. In order to come to the conclusion that a young man she met in 
the streets was not Jewish, she adds to the fact of his blackness the reality that he 
was not wearing a yarmulke (Jewish religious headgear), She implies that the 
young man could have been both black and Jewish. When ostensibly innate 
physical characteristics fail them, some of the characters inFires in the Mirror tum 
to the extra-morphological: hairstyle and headgear are thought to embody race as 
much as, if not more reliably than, skin colour and hair texture. Race, apparently 
the most interior of identities, comes to rely on superficial external markers. 

One of the clearest a ttempts to define the concepts of race and racism is found 
in the work of the philosopberand literary scholar KwameAnthony Appiah. (ll is 
instructively difficult to classify this scholar by race and nationality. The son of a 
Scottish mother and a Ghanaian fatber, he initially wrote as a self-identified 
'African', but has become self-consciously · American' in his subsequent 
scholarship,) In an essay aptly titled ' Racisms', Appiah avers that there are at 
least three distinct doctrines that express the theoretical content of race and 

racism: racialism, intrinsic racism and extrillsic racism. Appiah defines racialism 
as the belief 

thar there are heritable characteristics, possessed by members of ouT species, that 
allow us to divide them into a small set of races, in such a way that aU the members 
of these races share certain traits and tendencies with each other tha.t they do not 
share with members•of any of other race. 

(Appiah 1990: 4-5) 

These distinct characteristics are thought to constitute ' racial essences'. Appiah 
contends that racialism (which he considers a dubious concept) need not be 
dangerous or destructive even if the various races were assigned moral <Vld 
intellectual rus·positions. As long as such assignment is impartial and equitable, 
race would remain a harmless foible. -

The second doctrine that expresses the theoretical content of ~cism in, 
Appiah's model is extrinsic racism. He defines extrinsic racists as people who 
'make moral distinctions between members of different races because they 
believe that the racial essence entails certain morally relevant qualities' (Appiah 
1990: 5). 'The basis for the extrinsic racists' discrimination between people', be 
continues, 
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is their belief that members of different rac,es differ in respects tha1 warratit the 
differential treatl1lent, respects - such as honesty or courage or intelligence - that 
are uncontroversially held (at least in most contemporary cultures) to be aceept• 
able as a basis for treating people differently. 

(Appiah 1990: 5) 

Extrinsic racism rests on claims that are subject to empirical verification or 
falsification. As Appiah argues, 

(e]vidence that there are no such differences in morally relevant characteristics -
that Negroes are not especially lackiog in intellectual capacity or that Jews are no1 
especially avaricious - should thus lead people out of their racism if it is purely 
extrinsic. 

(Appiah 1990: 5) 

The final doctrine in Appiah's model is intrinsic racism. Intrinsic racists are 
people who 'believe that each race bas a different moral status, quite indepen
dent of the moral characteristics entailed by its racial essence' (Appjah 1990: 5-
6). Unlike the extrinsic variety, intrinsic racism does not hinge on empirical 
claims. In much the same way that many people think that biological relatives are 
entitled to preferential treatment as a matter of course, intrinsic racists believe 
that people of the same race are naturally entitled to special consideration. 

Racialism (as well as extrinsic racism) was prominently at work in the 
formulation of the modern idea of literature in general and English literature in 
particular. As Appiah puts it, a new - and ultimately false - theory of race, 
inaugurated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, colours 'our modern 
understanding of literature - indeed of most symbolic culture - in fundamental 
ways, and this despite the fact that many of these assumptions have been officially 
discarded' (Appiah 1992: 47). He argues that the tenns race, nation and liter
ature are bound togethyr in the modem intellectual history of the West by the 

dual connection made in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Eu.ro-American 
thought between, on the one hand, race and nationality, and, on the other, oation
aljty and literature. [n short, the nation is the key middle term in understanding the 
relations between the concept of race and the iden of literature. 

(Appiah 1992: 48) 

Put simply, the nation was conceived of as united by race, and the-grandeur of 
each nation was thought to be powerfully manifest in its culture, specifically its 
'high' literature. At the heart of the idea of English literature, foe instance, were 

. nationalist, if not racist, arguments regarding the supremacy of U1e 'Anglo-Saxon 
race'. These arguments were first articn.lated duripg the Vktorlan age by such 
writers as Martin Farquhar Tupper, the now forgotten but once famous English 
poet and novelist. Appiah suggests that it was on account of the idea of an· Anglo
Saxon race' that the origins of English literature were identified: 
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not in its antecedents in the Greek and Roman classics that provided the models 
and themes of so much of the best known works of English 'poesy'; not in ti.le 
ltalian models that influenced the d!ama of Marlowe and SJ1akespeare; but in 
Beowulf, a poem in the Anglo-Saxon tongue, !l poem that w~ unknown to Spenser 
and Shakespeare, the: first poets to write in a version of the English language th1;t 
we can still almost understand. 

(Appiah 19512: 51) 

Appiah points out. that when English literature was instituted as an academic 
discipline in English universities in the nineteenth century 'students were 
required to learn Anglo-Saxon in order to study Beowulf Anglo-Saxonism th.us 
played a major role in the establishment of the canon of literary works that are to 
be studied in both British and American colleges' (Appiah 1992: 51-2). In short, 
race was at core of the modern idea of English literature. 

Arguments such as Appiah's have helped breach the self-evidence of the 
system of classification and periodi.zation that continues to govern English 
literature. His argument~ motivated by the desire to contest the normalization 
of race as a ground in aesthetic inquiry whether that normalization takes the 
form of jingoistic imperialism or anti-colonial nationalism. As such, there is a 
contemporary - ·postcolonial' if you will - dimeosjon to his critique. Tf English 
literature rests on a dubious conjunction of race, nation and culture, then later 
attempts to inaugurate other literatures in English -such as American literature 
in the nineteenth century and postcolonial African literature or African 
American literature in the second half of the twentieth century-rest on similarly 
dubious premises. If the idea of an English literature that embodied an Anglo
Saxon essence was predicated on a historical fallacy, then later attempts to 
propagate the idea of an African or African American literarurcl.hat embodied a 
black essence are predicated on an imitative fallacy. 

POSTCOLONIALITY 

Postcolonial studies refer to an effort by scholars in such diverse disciplines as 
literature, cultural studies, hjstory and anthropology to come to terms, from a 
global perspective, with the legacy of European colonialism. In the wake of the 
voyages of exploration and 'discovery' from the fifteenth century onwards, a few 
European powers (England, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal and the Nether
lands) came gradually to exercise sovereignty over vast territories covering 
roughly 80 percent of the world. In political, social, economic and cultural teqns, 
the colonial situation effected epochal transformations of not only the conquered 
societies but also irnperial Europe. The colonial encounter resulted in the 
coosolidation of the idea of European or Western modernity at the apex of 
human civilization. It also resulted in incomplete, chaotic and traumatic attemp\:5 
forcibly to transform other societies in the image of that modernity. 

By the end of the twentieth century virtually all formerly colonized terrltori~ 
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had become independent nations, but the effects of colonial rule continue to be 
powerfully felt at multiple levels. The practice of everyday life in vast sectors of 
both the ex-colonizing and the ex-colonized worlds continue to be governed, 
often with devastating consequences, by ideas about racial, national, continental, 
gender, sexual and other identities invented in the context of the colonial 
encounter. The political economies of many formally independent nations also 
continue to be characterized by fundamental contradictions, inequalities and 
dependencies brought about by colonial rule. Finally, the global economic, 
political and cultural order continues to be organized in terms of a contest pitting 
the interests of a handfi.!l of wealthy and disproportionately powerful nations 
against a multitude of poor and relatively powerless nations. 

As a field within (but by no means limited to) English literature, postcolonial
ism studies the history and legacy of colonialism from the disciplinary perspective 
of literary and cultural studies. The field explores a rich variety of cultural objects 
(including literary texts) from a range of theoretical and critical perspectives. It 
traces the vexed historical and enduring relationship between culture, race, 
nationality and imperialism. There are, to my mind, two dimensions to post
coloniality, the one 'historical' , the other ·contemporary'. The historical critique 
proposes a rereading ofthe canonicaltexts and paradjgms of so-caUed traditional 
English or Western literature from the standpoint of race and colonialism. 
Edward Said's books, Orienta/ism (1978) and Cu/titre and imperialism (1993), 
have proved foundational for this mode of postcolonial critique. Postcoloniality 
traces the history of the institutions specifically designed to organize and 
promote the study of culture, such institutions as English departments in the 
university. Many of these institutions trace their h.istbrical origins to the colonial 
moment and were profoundly affected by that context. In a way that would seem 
to complement Appiah's trenchant theoretical critique, a number of historical 
studies have recently emetged to challenge the ethnocentric foundations of 
EngJish literatme. These studies have sought to establish the origins of English 
literature elsewhere than early modem England. The most famous of these 
studjes is probably Gauri Viswanathan's Masks of Conquest ( 1989). At the heart 
of Viswanathan's project is the contention that, as an academic discipline, 
English literature traces it origins not to imperial England, but rather to colonial 
India. In powted rebuttal of the Link presumed between the history of English 
literature and the national history of England, she writes: 

The amazingly young history of English literature as a subject of study (it is less 
than a hundred and fifty years old) is frequently noted, but less appreciated is the 
irony that English literature appeared as a subject io the curriculum of the colonies 
long before it was institutionalised in the borne country. 

(Viswanathan 1989: 2-3) 

Not ouly was the discipline founded on questionable racial premises, but it was 
also inaugurated in the conte:d of colonialism. English literature sought, by 
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means of an aesthetic education, to 'Anglicize' subject populations designated as 
racial othcrS. 1n an instructive irony, it apparently sought to do so prior to the 
formal Anglicization of the English themselves. 

The contemporary dimension of postcoloniality seeks paradigms and para
meters for reading global culture in the wake of colonialism. Perhaps the earliest 
attempt to codify postcoloniality into a coherent theory in the context of English 
literature is found in The Empire Writes Back, a ground-breaking book by three 
Australian scholars, Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin published in 
1989. The three writers attempt to provide the rules for all the objects, 
operations, concepts and theoretical options for a field of study they named 
'english literature', the postcolonial writing from fonner British colonies, in 
contradjstinction to 'English literature', the literature of Imperial England (see 
Ashcroft et al. 1989: 1-13). The latter discourse, according to Ashcroft, Griffiths 
and Tiliin, is a condition of possibility for the emergence of the former. The 
mediating circumstance between the two discourses is colonial history: 

More tban three-quarters of the people living in the world today have had their 
lives shaped by the shared experience of colonialism. It is easy to see how impor
tant this bas been in the political and economic spheres, but its general influence 
on the perceptual tramewor'-5 of contemporary peoples is often less evident. 
Literature offers one of the most important ways in which these new perceptions 
are expressed and it is in their writing, and through their other arts such as painting, 
sculpture, music; and dance that the day-to-day realities experienced by colonised 
peoples have been most powerfully encoded and so profoundly influential. 

(Ashcroft et al 1989: I) 

Elaborating on what such a geoeral theory of 'english literature'would entail, the 
three authors proceed to cite examples from the entirety of the English-speaking 
postco\onial world across vast historical, geographical and cultural cohtexts -
African countries, Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Caribbean countries, India, 
Malaysia, Malta, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, South Papific countries and 
Sri Lanka. 

lo Ashcroft et al. 's formulation, literary production in the USA is not just 
'postcolonial' but, in its relationship with the metropolitan centre, is 'paradig
matic for post-colonial Literatures everywhere' (Ashcroft et al. 1989: 2). What 
holds together the diverse national contexts of educated literary consumption 
discussed by the three authors is the fact of British colonialism as well as the 
particular conception of national culture that is a product of that colonialism. 
What holds English literature together is the reality of university pe<Utgogies 
within which literature is understood as representative, in the first instance, of 
national culrures. As the ti1le suggests, the central argument in The Empire Writes 
Back is the cl.aim that formerly colonized peoples across the globe are writing new 
national cultures and writing back 10 the imperial centre in gestures of literary 
self-affirmation at_ once nationalist (in their specific expressions) and global (in 
their cumulative scope). 
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In The Empire Writes Back, postcoloniality is not another name for the so
called third world. The postcolonial world here includes such developed and 
world dominant countries as the United States, Canada and Australia alongside 
the impoverished economies of Africa, Asia and the Caribbean. Nor is 
postcoloniality determined by race. 'White' settler communities are conceived to 
be postcolonial in the same breadth as 'black' and 'brown' ex-colonies in Africa 
and Asia. These two points are worth underscoring because, in its canonization 
in the Anglo-American academy in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the concept 
of postcoloniality seemed to change quite considerably. In the British and 
American academy postcoloniality largely came to stand for underdeveloped, 
displacing thereby earlier paradigms such as 'neo-colonialism' and 'dependency 
theory', which sought to explain the failures of third world nationalism and the 
persistence of imperial relations after the end of colonialism. These earlier 
paradigms were rejected because of their grandness and one-sidedness. In the 
Anglo-American academy, postcoloniality is centrally concerned with questions 
of race especially as it pertains to the mass migration of people of colour from the 
ex-colonies of Africa, Asia aod the Caribbean to the imperial centres of Britain 
and America. As such, emigre intellectuals such as Horni Bbabha, Simon , 
Gikandi, Edward Said and Gayatri Spivak came to play a defining role in the 
codification of postcolonial theory in Anglo-American literary studies. Beyond 
literary studies, other emigre intellectuals, including the cultural critic Stuart 
Hall, the anthropologist Arjun Appadurai and the historian Achille Mbembe, 
helped define the field. 

In its Anglo-American iocamation, the dominant strain of postcolonial theory 
has been allied with two apparently antithetical intellectual forces namely 
globalization and poststructuralism. From its affiliation with poststructuralist 
thought (most notably the work of French philosophers like Jacques Derrida, 
Michel Foucault and Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard), postcolonialism in its Anglo
American incarnation has adopted an attitude, in Lyotard's famous words, of 
' incredulity towards metanarratives' (Lyotard 1984; xxiv). Lyotard designates as 
modem 'any science that legitimates itself with reference to a metadiscourse ... 
making an explicit appeal to some grand narrative, such as the dialectics of the 

-5pirit;-thehermeoeutiell-Of meaning, the emancipation of the rational or working 
subject, or the creation of wealth' (Lyotard 1984: xxiii). The modern age was the 
age of grand narratives: universal reason, rationality, race, nationality and so on. 
The postmodern age exposes the limits of these grand narratives without positing 
new ones io their place. From this perspective, 'englisb literature' as Ashcroft er 
al. conceive of it may be regarded as a narrative as grand as the myth of English 
literature that it seeks to cep]ace. ln its dominant Anglo-American tradition, 
postcoloniality tends to reject grand narratives of all sorts. For such critics as 
Bhabha, the postcolonial is an exemplary instance of postmodemity. Drawing 
from poststructural thought, Bhabha sees the postcolonial subject as radically 
decentred, hybrid and fluid. Even as his theory seems to depend on such 
foundational categories as ' race', 'nation' and 'empire', he seeks to contest rather 
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the authority of these terms. He rejects the binary oppositions- between self and 
other, margin and centre - that attach to these terms. 

Apropos of the link between globalization and postcolonialicy, Gikandi 
contends that: 

Globalization t1nd postcoloniality aro perhaps two of the most important tenns in 
social and cultural theory today. Since the 1980s, they bave functioned as twoofthe 
dominant paradigms for explaining the transformation of political and economic 
relationships in a world that seems to become increasingly interdependent with the 
passing of time, with boundaries that once defined national cultures becoming 
fuzzy. 

(Gikand.i 2001: 627) 

In harmony with poststructurallst thought, globalization tells of a world coming 
together without a defining centre. Globalization refers to the emergence of a 
world economy characterized, among other things, by the recent phenomenon of 
mass migration, increasingly rapid telecommunication, and the rapid flow of both 
capital and economic goods across national boW1daries. More directly genn~ne 
to literary studies, discourses of globalization suggest that the producnon, 
circulation and consumption of the objects of culture - movies, books, electronic 
tex:ts, clothing, food and so on - occur in excess oforoutside the logic and bounds 
of the nation-state. These developments are thought to have undermined, or at 
any rate diminished, the authority of the nation-state. Bhabha argues: 'The vei:y 
concepts of bomogenous national cultures, the consensual or contiguous trans
mission of historical traditions, or "organic'' ethnic communities - a:S the grounds 
of cultural comparativism - are iJl the process of profound redefinition' (Bbabba 
1994: 5). He suggests that ' there is overwhelming evidence of a more trans
national and translational sense of the hybridity of imagined communities' 
(Bbabha 1994: 5). In short, the postcolonial subject comes to proclaim the death 
of national literature, 

In an argument that neatly summarizes the cultural logic of the discourses 
of globalization, Bhabha posits a new internationalism whose demography 'is 
tbe history of postcolonial migration, the narratives of cultural and political 
diaspora, the major social displacements of peasant and aboriginal communities, 
the poetics of exile and the grim prose of political and economic refugees' 
(Bhabha 1994: 5). On the face of things, the evidence for transnational and 
translational imagined communities seems compelling: 

Contemporary Sri-Laokan theatre represenls tbe deadly cont1ict between· Tamils 
and the Sinhale through allegocical references to State brutality in Soutb Africa 
and Latin America; the Anglo,Celtic canon of Australian Cinema is being 
rewritten from the perspective of Aboriginal political and cultural imperatives; the 
South African novels of Richard Rive, Bessie Head, Nadine Gordimer, John 
Coetzee, are documents of a society divided by the effects of apartheid that enjoin 
the international intellectual community to medjtateon the unequal, asymmetrical 
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worlds that exist elsewhere; Salman Rushdk writes the fabulist historiography of 
post-Independence India and Pakistan in Midnight 's Children and Shame, only to 
remind us in The Satanic Verses that the truest eye may now belong to the migrant's 
double vision; Toni Morrison's Beloved revives the past of slavery and tts murder
ous rituals of possession and self-possession in order to project 1l contemporary 
fable of a woman's history that is at the same time the narrative of an affective. 
historic memory of an emergent public sphere-of men and women alike. 

(Bhabh.a 1994: 5) 

The mobile, hybrid, and fluid postcolonial subject would seem to be the. global 
subject par excellence. 

CONCLUSION 

My argument may have seemed to cast Jhe effect of race and postcoloniality in 
contemporary literary studies in a 'positive' light. From the 'negative' perspec
tive, however, I want to suggest, in closing, that race and postcoloniality may weU 
be but some of the latest iJ1 a series of fields of inqu1ry that have gradually and 
cumulatively been accommodated by a bewilderingly capacious discipline. Like 
any other field, the two conjoined fields now have their respective slots within the 
discipline. Like every other field, race and postcoloniality have now generated 
canonical authors and courses, systems of coherence, rules for evidence, and 
protocols for readings as well as a growing army of faculty, graduate and 
undergraduate students. Notwithstanding the radical claims made within this 
entwined field, the discipline of English literature remains largely unchanged by 
the addition of race and postcoloniality at its margins. 

Why has the discipline proved hospitable to the new field but indifferent to its 
radical central claims? The answer to this question is to be found in the 
compartmentalized nature of knowledge production in the discipline of English 
literature. As the American literary scholar Gerald Graff asserts, 

For reasons having to do equally with ensuring humanistic breadth and facilitating 
specialized research, the literature department adopted the assumption that it 
would consider itselfrespectfully staffed once it had amassed instructors compe
tent to 'cover ' a more or Jess balanced spread of literary periods and genres, with a 
scattering of themes and general topics. 

(Graff 1987: 6-7) 

What Graff calls 'the field-coverage principle' allowed the English department to 
operate in a model of self-regulating efficiency: 

By assigning each instructor a commonly understood role - to cover a predefined 
period or field-the principle created a system jn which the job of instruction could 
proceed as if on automatic pilot, without the need for instructors to debate aims 
and methods. 

(Graff 1987: '7) 
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Graffs model of the English department is analogous to the model of perfect 
competition under capitalism propounded by the Scottish moral and economic 
philosopher Adam Smith ( J 723-90). According to Smit.a, optimal production is 
ensured not by careful government regulation and ceJ1tralized planning, but 
rather by the free, seemingly chaotic, flow of goods and services in conditions of 
perfect competition. Although each actor is guided by narrow self-interest, the 
free flow of goods and services will eventually ensure, as if guided by an invisible 
hand, optimal social outcomes with no oeed going unful.fi.Ued and no wasteful 
production. If the English departn:ient were understood as a marketplace of 
aesthetic ideas, then the field-coverage principle would seem to reproduce 
Smith's fantasy. Individual actors driven by narrow self-interest might specialize 
in specific fields. But the totality of their apparently chaotic efforts would 
eventually ensure a self-reg11lating discipline in which aU fields as they currently 
existed were optimally represented and in which new fields could be efficiently 
accommodated. 

As Graff argues, however, the field-coverage principle produces efficiency at a 
steep price. Under the guise of efficacious knowledge production and dissemin
ation, questions regarding the fundamental coherence of the discipline are 
infinitely defen-ed. Questions regarding the internal coherence of each fie ld are 
similarly deferred. FioaUy, also deferred are questions regarding the connections 

-between the various fields. TI1ere is, in fact, created bet\veen the fields what Grnff 
terms 'systematic non-relationship' (Graff 1987: 8). In a sense, this volume 
demonstrates Graff's point; postcoloniaJity and race have been assigned a 
prominent slot. But, as I write tb.is chapter, I am blissMly .unaware what claims 
my co-authors - experts in other fields - may be making and how their claims 
relate to mine. In Graff's estimation, the range of questions effaced include: 

what connections or contrasts the different periods and genres might bear to one 
another, \,•hat was meant by a particular periodization or by 'period' in general, or 
what it might mean to approach literature in a historical or generic (and later a 
'New Critical' way). It was as if these categories existed in order to make it 
unnecessary to thiTik about them and to recognise tbat !"hey were the product of 

t beoretical choices. 
(Graff l 987: 8) 

The constitution of race and postcolonialiry as fields within the discipline of 
English literature accounts for their at once radical and limited impact. Graff 
avers that the field-coverage principle simultaneously encourages and disables 
novel scholarship: 'innovation even of a most threatening kind t'ould be 
welcomed by simply adding another unit to the aggregate of fields to be covered· 
(Graff 1987: 7). lnnovation, he observes, was welcomed precisely because it did 
not entail change in other fields. The conclusion seems as dismal as it is 
inevitable: 
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RACE AND POSTCOLONI ALrrY 

It is only rhe field-coverage principle that explains how the Literature department 
has managed to avoid incurring paralyzing clashes of ideology during a period 
when it prese.rved much of its earlier traditional orientation while incorporating 
disruptive novelties such as contemporary literature, black studies, feminism, 
Marxism, and deconstruction. 

(Graff 1987: 7) 

1 began my essay by assessing the prospects of postcolonialily and race opti

mistically; I end, alas, pessimistically. English literature giveth and English 
literature taketh away. 
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